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Cable Stripper No. 35 - 50

WEICON cable strippers allow all common round cables to
be stripped accurately, quickly and safely. The cable stripper
product family includes various types which have different
additional functions, thus meeting the individual needs of the
users.

WEICON has been developing and producing various types of
cable stripper since 1967. These premium quality tools are TÜV-
tested, carry the GS seal for verified safety, and were developed
taking occupational safety and user-friendliness aspects into
account. The WEICON range includes cable strippers, cable
dismantling tools, wire strippers and various multi-function tools
for professional users.

Technical Data

Cable types Fine-wired and solid conductors with

Cable types PVC insulation

Inner blade Adjustable & replaceable

Additional benefit Safety bracket without blade

Material Glass fibre reinforced polyamide

Weight 113 g

ArtNo. 50050450

  

The cable knife 35 – 50 enables a precise, fast and safe 
dismantling of all common round cables with a diameter 
between 35 and 50 millimeters. The cable knife has an 
ergonomically shaped, anti-slip multi-component han-
dle. The cutting depth can be adjusted accordingly with 
the use of an adjusting screw at the end of the handle. 
This prevents damage of the inner conductor.
The self-rotating cutting knife, which is integrated in the 
body, enables an automatic adjustment from round to 
longitudinal cutting
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Note
Working with WEICON Stripping tools is only permitted with potential free wires and conductions.
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Cable Stripper No. C 4 - 28

WEICON cable strippers allow all common round cables to
be stripped accurately, quickly and safely. The cable stripper
product family includes various types which have different
additional functions, thus meeting the individual needs of the
users.

The Cable Stripper No. C 4-28 H allows all common round
cables of between 4 and 28 millimetres diameter to be stripped
accurately, quickly and safely. The cutting depth of the blade can
be regulated infinitely with the help of an adjustable screw on the
end of the handle. This prevents damage to the inner conductor.
The blade is integrated self-rotating into the casing, allowing
automatic conversion from circular to longitudinal cutting. In
addition, the No. C 4-28 H has a hooked blade which can be
covered with a protective cap. This cap rests securely over the
blade, significantly reducing the risk of injury.

Technical Data

Cable types flexible and solid conductors with PVC insulation

Application range overall diameter 4 - 28 mm

Inner blade adjustable + exchangeable

Additional value Hook blade with protective cap

Material glass-fibre reinforced polyamide

Related products Replacement blade, art. no. 50100001

Approval/Certificate Tested safety TÜV NORD

Length 180 mm

Weight 80 g

500_ArtNr 50053328

  


